N. S. A. Sponsors Carnival In April; W.U.S. To Benefit

For the third year, M.I.T. National Student Association will sponsor its annual carnival raising campaign on Saturday, April 16, from 9:00 to 10:00 p.m. at Rockefeller Cages. This year the name of the sponsoring organization (for- merly known as M.I.T. University Service, and now simply W.U.S.-W.U.L.E.-W.U.S. University Service) has been changed, and the name of the campaign will change from "Voluntary pledges to the salute" to "W.U.S. carnival of fun and good cheer".

Among the many events at the carnival will be the already popular shoe shine. Here is the only chance for a student to have his shoes shined by a Professor of his choice. Another sideline event will be the W.U.S. handshaking. This three legged race will provide a student and professor from the same dormitory an opportunity to meet.

The activities and dorm groups will vie with each other to produce the most original and entertaining events to be held in the University. One of the features that will probably be held is a "Nite of Negro" featuring the talents of many student groups. The money raised during this Carnival will be donated to the world University Service W.U.S. carries on a program of relief and research to students in need throughout the world. W.U.S. aids the students of medicine in Greece, student housing in overrode countries, India, and textbooks and other educational materials to Korea.

On some campuses door to door solicitation is used, while at the Institute a Carnival is held. The Carnival is a project of the Freshmen Class and provides freshmen with an opportunity to give to the W.U.S. and also provides funds for the World University Service.

Prof. T. Sherwood Gives Lecture On U.S. Water Supply

How to increase America's water supplies, already running short in the face of demand expected to double by 1975, will be the subject of Dr. Thomas K. Sherwood, Professor of Chemical Engineering and Dean Engineering here from 1948-1952, in a public lecture at the Institute of 4:00 p.m. Sunday in Room 10-460. Professor Sherwood will speak on "Fresh Water From the Sea." In the last of this year's series of Popular Science Lectures, sponsored by the Society of Arts, tickets to this public lecture may be obtained, without cost, from the Society of Arts, Room 4-434. Seats may also be reserved for a nominal fee.

LIT 1956-1957

To Benefit

From Student Government Fund

In order to increase both the student government's and the Freshman Coordinating Committee's library, many additivities and changes are being proposed.

With the aid of the Brownstein Library, the court of the Student Union has been planted, with flowers to follow. With the arrival of more decorative flowers, such as cherry blossoms and cherry plums has it for the renovation of the court, the planter could also contain soil. The planter may also be piped into it from the Music Library, through this it has not yet been definitely decided upon. Furniture has already been placed in the hallway between the Exhibition Gallery and the Court. In addition, various D. Tate, Director of Libraries, announced that this spring or during the early part of summer the English Library is due to receive extensive stacks, lights and a new coat of paint, while the Science Library may receive more stacks, tables and chairs.

Acoustical improvements are being made in the Library, and the "emergency exit" from the Music Library will be closed in an effort to curb the disturbances caused by use as a passageway.

Improvements of wider scope are also being discussed, but none of these are definite as yet.